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Abstract
Computational modeling has become an central aspect of research in the cognitive
neurosciences. As the field matures, it is increasingly important to move beyond
standard models to quantitatively assess models with richer dynamics that may better
reflect underlying cognitive and neural processes. For example, sequential sampling
models (SSMs) are a general class of models of decision making intended to capture
processes jointly giving rise to reaction time distributions and choice data in
n-alternative paradigms. A number of model variations are of theoretical interest, but
empirical data analysis has historically been tied to a small subset for which likelihood
functions are analytically tractable. Advances in methods designed for likelihood-free
inference have recently made it computationally feasible to consider a much larger
spectrum of sequential sampling models. In addition, recent work has motivated the
combination of SSMs with reinforcement learning (RL) models, which had historically
been considered in separate literatures. Here we provide a significant addition to the
widely used HDDM python toolbox and include a tutorial for how users can easily fit
and assess a (user extensible) wide variety of SSMs, and how they can be combined with
RL models. The extension comes batteries included, including model visualization tools,
posterior predictive checks, and ability to link trial-wise neural signals with model
parameters via hierarchical Bayesian regression.

1 Introduction 1

The drift diffusion model (DDM, also called Ratcliff Diffusion Model) [39, 41], and more 2

generally the framework of sequential sampling models (SSMs) [19,41,56] have become 3

a mainstay of the cognitive scientist’s model arsenal. 4

SSMs are used to model neurocognitive processes that jointly give rise to choice and 5

reaction time data in a multitude of domains, spanning from perceptual discrimination 6

to memory retrieval to preference-based choice [22, 23, 39, 42, 47] across species [8, 16, 60]. 7

Moreover, researchers are often interested in the underlying neural dynamics that give 8

rise to such choice processes. As such, many studies include additional measurements 9

such as EEG, fMRI or eyetracking signals as covariates, which act as latent variables 10

and connect to model parameters (e.g. via a regression model) to drive trial specific 11

parameter valuations [8, 12,13,38,60]. See 1 for an illustration of the DDM and some 12

canonical experimental paradigms. 13
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Figure 1. Drift Diffusion Model and some example applications.

The widespread interest and continuous use of SSMs across the research community 14

has spurred the development of several software packages targeting the estimation of 15

such models [10, 55]. For a hierarchical Bayesian approach to parameter estimation, the 16

HDDM toolbox in python [58] is widely used and the backbone of hundreds of results 17

published in peer reviewed journals. 18

HDDM allows users to conveniently specify and estimate DDM parameters for a 19

wide range of experimental designs, including the incorporation of trial-by-trial 20

covariates via regression models targeting specific parameters. As an example, one may 21

use this framework to estimate whether trial by trial drift rate in a DDM covary with 22

neural activity in a given region and time point, pupil dilation or eye gaze position. 23

Moreover, by using hierarchical Bayesian estimation, HDDM optimizes the inference 24

about such parameters at the individual subject and group levels. 25

Nevertheless, until now, HDDM and other such toolboxes have been largely limited 26

to fitting the 2-alternative choice DDM (albeit allowing for the full DDM with 27

inter-trial parameter variabilit). The widespread interest in SSMs has however also 28

spurred theoretical and empirical investigations into various alternative model variants. 29

Notable examples are, amongst others, race models with more than 2 decision options, 30

the leaky competing accumulator model [54], SSMs with dynamic decision 31

boundaries [6, 7, 40] and more recently SSMs based on levy flights rather than basic 32
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Gaussian diffusions [59]. Moreover, SSMs naturally extend to n-choice paradigms. 33

A similar state of affairs is observed for another class of cognitive models which aim 34

to simultaneously model the dynamics of a feedback-based learning across trials as well 35

as the within-trial decision process. One way to achieve this is by replacing the choice 36

rule in a reinforcement learning (RL) process a cognitive process models such as SSMs. 37

While recent studies [10,11,36,37], moved into this direction, they have again been 38

limited to an application of the basic DDM. 39

Despite the great interest in these classes of models, tractable inference and therefore 40

widespread adoption of such models has been hampered by the lack of easy to compute 41

likelihood functions (including essentially all of the examples provided above). In 42

particular, while many interesting models are straightforward to simulate, often 43

researchers want to go the other way: from observed data to infer the most likely 44

parameters. For all but the simplest models, such likelihood functions are analytically 45

intractable, and hence previous approaches required computationally costly simulations 46

and/or lacked flexibility in applying such methods to different scenarios [4, 45,52,53]. 47

We recently developed a novel approach using artificial neural networks which can, 48

given sufficient training data, approximate likelihoods for a large class of SSM variants, 49

thereby amortizing the cost and enabling rapid efficient and flexible inference [9]. We 50

dubbed such networks LANs, for likelihood approximation networks. 51

The core idea behind computation amortization is to run an expensive process only 52

once, so that the fruits of this labor can later be reused and shared with the rest of the 53

community. Profiting from the computational labor incurred in other research groups 54

enables researchers to consider a larger bank of generative models and to sharpen 55

conclusions that may be drawn from their experimental data. The benefit is three-fold. 56

Experimenters will be able to adjudicate between a rising number of competing models 57

(theoretical accounts), capture richer dynamics informed by neural activity, and at the 58

same time new proposed models by theoreticians can find wider adoption and be tested 59

against data much sooner. 60

Just as streamlining the analysis of simple SSMs (via e.g. the HDDM toolbox and 61

others) allowed an increase in adoption, streamlining the production and inference 62

pipeline for amortized likelihoods, we hope, will drive the embrace of SSMs variations in 63

the modeling and experimental community by making a much larger class of models 64

ready to be fit to experimental data. 65

Here we develop an extension to the widely used HDDM toolbox, which generalizes 66

it to allow for flexible simulation and estimation of a large class o SSMs by reusing 67

amortized likelihood functions. 68

Specifically, this extension incorporates, 69

• LAN [9] based likelihoods for a variety of SSMs (batteries included) 70

• LAN driven extension of the Reinforcement Learning (RL) - DDM capabilities, 71

which allows RL learning rules to be applied to all included SSMs 72

• New plots which focus on visual communications of results across models 73

• An easy interface for users to import and incorporate their own models and 74

likelihoods into HDDM 75

This paper is formulated as a tutorial to support application of the HDDM LAN 76

extension for data analysis problems involving SSMs. 77

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we start by providing some 78

basic overview of the capabilities of HDDM. Section 3 gives a brief overview of LANs [9]. 79

Section 4 constitutes a tutorial with a detailed introduction on how to use these new 80

features in HDDM. We conclude in section 5 embedding the new features into a broader 81

agenda. Lastly we mention limitations and preview future developments in section 6. 82
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2 HDDM: The basics 83

The HDDM python package [58], was designed to make hierarchical Bayesian inference 84

for drift diffusion models simple for end-users with some programming experience in 85

python. The toolbox has been widely used for this purpose by the research community 86

and the feature set evolves to accommodate new use-cases. This section serves as a 87

minimal introduction to HDDM to render the present tutorial self-contained. To get a 88

deeper introduction to HDDM itself, please refer to the original paper [58], an extension 89

paper specifically concerning reinforcement learning capabilities [36], and the 90

documentation of the package. Here we concern ourselves with a very basic workflow 91

that uses the HDDM package for inference. 92

Data HDDM expects a data set, provided as a pandas DataFrame [27] with three 93

basic columns. A 'subj_idx' column which identifies the subject, a 'response' 94

column which specifies the choice taken in a given trial ( usually coded as 1 for correct 95

choices and 0 for incorrect choices and a 'rt' column which store the trial wise reaction 96

times (in seconds). Other columns can be added, for example to be used as covariates 97

(task condition or additional measurements such as trial-wise neural data). Here we take 98

the example of a data set which is provided with the HDDM package. Codeblock 1 99

shows how to load this dataset into a python interpreter, which looks as follows, 100

cav_data = hddm.load_csv(hddm.__path__[0] + \
'/examples/cavanagh_theta_nn.csv')

subj_idx stim rt response theta dbs conf
0 0 LL 1.210 1.0 0.656275 1 HC
1 0 WL 1.630 1.0 -0.327889 1 LC
2 0 WW 1.030 1.0 -0.480285 1 HC
3 0 WL 2.770 1.0 1.927427 1 LC
4 0 WW 1.140 0.0 -0.213236 1 HC
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3983 13 LL 1.450 0.0 -1.237166 0 HC
3984 13 WL 0.711 1.0 -0.377450 0 LC
3985 13 WL 0.784 1.0 -0.694194 0 LC
3986 13 LL 2.350 0.0 -0.546536 0 HC
3987 13 WW 1.250 1.0 0.752388 0 HC

[3988 rows x 7 columns]

Codeblock 1. Loading package-included data

HDDM Model Once we have our data in the format expected by HDDM, we can 101

now specify a HDDM model. We focus on a simple example here: A basic hierarchical 102

model, which estimates separate drift rates (v) as a function of task condition, denoted 103

by the 'stim' column, and estimates the starting point bias z. (Boundary separation, 104

otherwise known as decision threshold, a and non-decision time t, are also estimated by 105

default). 106

This model assumes that the subject level z, a and t parameters are each drawn 107

from group distributions, the parameters of which are also inferred. The v parameters 108

derive from separate group distributions for each value of 'stim'. Details about the 109

choices of group priors and hyperparameters can be found in the original toolbox 110

paper [58]. Codeblocks 2 and 3 show how to construct and sample from such a model. 111
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basic_hddm_model = hddm.HDDM(cav_data,
include = ['z'],
depends_on = {'v': ['stim']})

Codeblock 2. Initializing HDDM model

Sample and Analyze Once we have defined our HDDM model, the goal is to fit the 112

model to the data. In a bayesian context this implies obtaining a posterior distribution 113

over model parameters. For completeness, we note that such posterior distributions are 114

defined via Bayes’ rule, 115

p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)

where D is our data, θ is our set of parameters, p(D|θ) defines the likelihood 116

(analytic in the case of the standard HDDM class) of our dataset under the model and p(θ) 117

defines our initial prior over the parameters. 118

HDDM uses the probabilistic programming toolbox pymc [35] to generate samples 119

from the posterior distribution via markov chain monte carlo (MCMC) (specifically, 120

using coordinate-wise slice samples [28]). To generate samples from the posterior we 121

simply type, 122

basic_hddm_model.sample(1000, burn = 500)

Codeblock 3. Sampling from a basic HDDM model

HDDM then provides access to a variety of tools to analyze the posterior and 123

generate quantities of interest, including: 124

1. chain summaries: To get a quick glance at mean posterior estimates (and their 125

uncertainty) for parameters. 126

2. trace-plots and the gelman rubin statistic [5]: To understand issues with 127

chain-convergence (i.e., whether one can trust that the estimates are truly drawn 128

from the posterior). 129

3. the deviance information criterion (DIC) [48] : As a score to be used for purposes 130

of model comparison (with caution). 131

4. posterior predictive plots: To check for the absolute fit of a given model to data 132

(potentially as a function of task condition etc). 133

The HDDM LAN extension maintains this basic HDDM workflow, which we hope 134

facilitates seamless transition for current users of HDDM. After some brief explanations 135

concerning approximate likelihoods, which form the spine of the extension, we will 136

expose the added capabilities in detail. 137

3 Approximate Likelihoods 138

Approximate Bayesian inference is an active area of research. Indeed, the last decade 139

has seen a multitude of proposals for new algorithms, many of which rely in one way or 140

another on popular deep learning techniques [17, 18, 25, 30–32,51]. Relevant to our goals 141

here are algorithms which can estimate trial by trial likelihoods for a given model. The 142

main idea is to replace the likelihood term in Bayes’ Rule, with an approximation 143
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p̂(D|θ), which can be evaluated via a forward pass through a simple neural network. 144

Once the networks are trained, these "amortized" likelihoods can then be used as a 145

plug-in (replacing the analytical likelihood function) to run approximate inference. 146

Having access to approximate likelihoods, the user will now be able to apply HDDM to 147

a broad variety of sequential sampling models. 148

The HDDM extension described here is based on a specific likelihood amortization 149

algorithm, which we dubbed likelihood approximation networks (LANs) [9]. Details 150

regarding this LAN approach, including methods, parameter recovery studies and 151

thorough tests, can be found in [9]. 152

Figure 2. Depiction of the general idea behind likelihood approximation networks. We
use a simulator of a likelihood-free cognitive process model to generate training data.
This training data is then used to train a neural network which predicts the log-likelihood
for a given feature vector consisting of model parameters, as well as a particular choice
and reaction time. This neural network then acts as a standin for a likelihood function
facilitating approximate Bayesian inference. Crucially these networks are then fully and
flexibly reusable, for data deriving from any experimental design.

Note that in principle, our extension supports the integration of any approximate (or 153

exact) likelihood, in the context of a now simple interface for adding models to HDDM. 154

The scope remains limited only insofar as HDDM remains specialized towards choice / 155

reaction time modeling. 156

4 HDDM Extension: Step by Step 157

A Central Database For Models: hddm.model_config 158

To accommodate the multitude of new models, HDDM > 0.9 now uses a model 159

specification dictionary to extract data about a given model that is relevant for 160

inference. The hddm.model_config module contains a central dictionary with which 161

the user can interrogate to inspect models that are currently supplied with HDDM. 162

Codeblock 4 shows how to list the models included by name. 163

hddm.model_config.model_config.keys()

Codeblock 4. model_config list available models.
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For each model, we have a specification dictionary. Codeblock 5 provides an example 164

for the simple DDM. 165

hddm.model_config.model_config["ddm"] =
{
"params": ["v", "a", "z", "t"],
"params_trans": [0, 0, 1, 0],
"param_bounds": [[-3.0, 0.3, 0.1, 1e-3], [3.0, 2.5, 0.9, 2.0]],
"boundary": hddm.simulators.bf.constant,
"hddm_include": ["z"],
"choices": [-1, 1],
"params_default": [0.0, 1.0, 0.5, 1e-3],
"params_std_upper": [1.5, 1.0, None, 1.0],
}

Codeblock 5. DDM specfic model_config

We focus on the most important aspects of this dictionary (more options are 166

available). Under "params" the parameter names for the given model are listed. 167

"params_trans" specifies if the sampler should transform the parameter at the given 168

position (order follows the list supplied under "params".1 "param_bounds" lists the 169

parameter-wise lower and upper bounds of parameters that the sampler can explore. 170

This is important in the context of LAN based likelihoods, which are only valid in the 171

range of parameters which were observed during training.2 172

HDDM uses the inverse logistic (or logit) transformation for the sampler to operate 173

on an unconstrained parameter space. For a parameter θ and parameter bounds [a, b], 174

this transformation takes takes θ from a value in [a, b] to a value x in (−∞, ∞) via, 175

x = ln
(

θ − a

b − θ

)
A given SSM usually has a "decision boundary" which is supplied as a function 176

that can be evaluated over time-points (t0, ...., tn), given boundary parameters ( 177

supplied implicitly via "params" ). The values representing each choice are reported as 178

a list under "choices". A note of caution: If a user wants to estimate a new model 179

that is not currently in HDDM, a new LAN (or generally likelihood) has to be created, 180

for it to be added to the model_config dictionary. Simply changing a setting in an 181

existing model_config dictionary will not work. 182

"hddm_include", provides a working default for the include argument expected 183

from the hddm.HDDM classes. 184

Lastly, "params_default" specify the parameter values that are fixed (not fit) by 185

HDDM and "params_std_upper" specify upper bounds on group level standard 186

deviations for each parameter (optional, but this can help constrain the parameter 187

ranges proposed by the sampler, making it more efficient). 188

These model_config dictionaries provide a scaffolding for model specification which 189

is applied throughout all of the new functionalities discussed in the next sections. 190

1Transforming parameters can be helpful for convergence, especially if the parameter space is strongly
constrained a priori (e.g., between 0 and 1).

2We trained the LANs included in HDDM on a broad range of parameters, however it cannot be
guaranteed that these were broad enough for any given empirical data set. If the provided LANs are
deemed inappropriate for a given data set (e.g., if parameter estimates hit the bounds), it is always
possible to retrain on an even broader range of parameters. Ruling out convergence issues however,
should be the first order of business in such cases.
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Batteries Included: hddm.simulators, hddm.network_inspectors 191

The new HDDMnn (where nn is for neural network), HDDMnnRegressor and 192

HDDMnnStimCoding classes have access to a (growing) stock of supplied SSMs, enabling 193

rapid compiled [2] simulators, and rapid likelihood evaluation via LANs [9] and their 194

implementation in pytorch [34]. 195

Figure 3. Graphical examples for some of the sequential sampling included in HDDM.

We will discuss how to fit these models to data in the next section. Here we describe 196

how one can access the low level simulators and LANs directly, in case one wants to 197

adopt them for custom purposes. We also show how to assess the degree to which the 198

LAN approximates the true (empirical) likelihood for a given model. Users who just 199

want to apply existing SSMs in HDDM to fit data can skip to the next section. 200

As described in the previous section, you can check which models are currently 201

available in the hddm.model_config.model_config dictionary. For a given model, a 202

doc-string includes some information (and possible warnings) about usage. As an 203

example, let us pick the angle model, which is a DDM that allows for the decision 204

boundary to decline linearly across time with some estimated angle. (Note that although 205

other aspects of the model are standard DDM, even in this case the likelihood is 206

analytically intractable. Nevertheless, we previously observed that inference using LANs 207

yields good parameter recovery [9].) Executing codeblock 6, we get the following output, 208

print(hddm.model_config.model_config['angle']['doc'])

Model formulation is described in the documentation under LAN Extension.
Meant for use with the extension.

Codeblock 6. angle model specific model_config

Using the code in codeblock 7 we can simulate synthetic data from this model. 209

Following the code, the variable out is now a three-tuple. The first element contains 210
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from hddm.simulators import simulator
theta_tmp = hddm.model_config.model_config['angle']['params_default']
model = 'angle'
out = simulator(model = 'angle',

theta = theta_tmp,
n_samples = 100,
delta_t = 0.001)

Codeblock 7. Using the simulator simulator

an array of reaction times, the second contains an array of choices and finally the third 211

element returns a dictionary of metadata concerning the simulation run. 212

Next, we can access the LAN corresponding to our angle model directly by typing 213

the code in codeblock 8. 214

lan_angle = hddm.network_inspectors.get_torch_mlp(model = 'angle')

Codeblock 8. Loading a torch network

lan_angle as defined in this codeblock is a method, which defines the forward pass 215

through the LAN. It expects as input a matrix where each row defines a parameter 216

vector suitable for the SSM of choice (here angle, so we need a value for each of the 217

parameters ['t', 'a', 'v', 'z', 'theta'] which can be found in our 218

model_config dictionary). Two elements are then added: a reaction time and a choice 219

at which we would like to evaluate our likelihood. Codeblock 9 provides a full example. 220

We can see the output below. 221

To facilitate a simple sanity check, we provide the kde_vs_lan_likelihoods plot, 222

which can be accessed from the hddm.network_inspectors submodule. 223

This plot lets the user compare LAN likelihoods against empirical likelihoods from 224

simulator data for a given matrix of parameter vectors [9]. The empirical likelihoods are 225

defined via kernel density estimators (KDEs) [46]. We show an example in codeblock 10. 226

Figure 4 shows the output. 227

Fitting data using HDDMnn, HDDMnnRegressor, and 228

HDDMnnStimCoding classes 229

Using the HDDMnn, HDDMnnRegressor and HDDMnnStimCoding classes, we can follow the 230

general workflow established by the basic HDDM package to perform Bayesian inference. 231

In this section we will fit the angle model to the example data set provided with the 232

HDDM package. Codeblock 11 shows us how to load the correponding dataset. 233

We can now set up our HDDM model, and draw 1000 MCMC samples using the 234

code in codeblock 12. 235

We note a few differences between a call to construct a HDDMnn class and a standard 236

HDDM class. First, the supply of the model argument specifying which SSM to fit 237

(requires that this model is already available in HDDM; see above). Second, the 238

inclusion of model-specific parameters under the include argument. The workflow is 239

otherwise equivalent, a fact that is conserved for the HDDMnnRegressor and 240

HDDMnnStimCoding classes. A third difference concerns the choice of argument defaults. 241

The HDDMnn class uses non-informative priors, instead of the informative priors derived 242

from the literature which form the default for the basic HDDM class. Since, as per our 243

earlier discussions, variants of SSMs are historically rarely if ever fit to experimental 244
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# Make some random parameter set
from hddm.simulators import make_parameter_vectors_nn

parameter_df = make_parameter_vectors_nn(model = model,
param_dict = None,
n_parameter_vectors = 1)

parameter_matrix = np.tile(np.squeeze(parameter_df.values),
(200, 1))

# Initialize network input
network_input = np.zeros((parameter_matrix.shape[0],

parameter_matrix.shape[1] + 2))
# Note the + 2 on the right
# we append the parameter vectors with
# reaction times (+1 columns) and choices (+1 columns)

# Add reaction times
network_input[:, -2] = np.linspace(0, 3,

parameter_matrix.shape[0])

# Add choices
network_input[:, -1] = np.repeat(np.random.choice([-1, 1]),

parameter_matrix.shape[0])

# Note: The networks expects float32 inputs
network_input = network_input.astype(np.float32)

# Show example output
print('Some network outputs')
print(lan_angle(network_input)[:10]) # printing the first 10 outputs
print('Shape')
print(lan_angle(network_input).shape) # original shape of output

Some network outputs
[[-2.9323568]
[ 2.078088 ]
[ 0.4104141]
[-0.5943402]
[-1.1136726]
[-1.6901499]
[-2.3512228]
[-3.080151 ]
[-3.8215086]
[-4.4257374]]

Shape
(200, 1)

Codeblock 9. Check forward pass of supplied angle network.

data, we can not easily derive reasonable informative priors from the literature and 245
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from hddm.network_inspectors import kde_vs_lan_likelihoods

# Make a set of parameter vectors
parameter_df = make_parameter_vectors_nn(model = model,

param_dict = None,
n_parameter_vectors = 6)

# Generate plot
kde_vs_lan_likelihoods(parameter_df = parameter_df,

model = model,
n_samples = 1000,
n_reps = 10,
font_scale = 1.25)

Codeblock 10. Example usage of the kde_vs_lan_likelihood() function to compare
LAN likelihoods to empirical kernel-density estimates.

Figure 4. Example of a kde_vs_lan_likelihoods plot. If the green (deterministic) and
gray (stochastic) lines overlap, then the approximate likelihood (MLP for multilayered
perceptron, the neural network that provides our LAN) is a good fit to the actual
likelihood.
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cav_data = hddm.load_csv(hddm.__path__[0] + \
'/examples/cavanagh_theta_nn.csv')

subj_idx stim rt response theta dbs conf
0 0 LL 1.210 1.0 0.656275 1 HC
1 0 WL 1.630 1.0 -0.327889 1 LC
2 0 WW 1.030 1.0 -0.480285 1 HC
3 0 WL 2.770 1.0 1.927427 1 LC
4 0 WW 1.140 0.0 -0.213236 1 HC
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3983 13 LL 1.450 0.0 -1.237166 0 HC
3984 13 WL 0.711 1.0 -0.377450 0 LC
3985 13 WL 0.784 1.0 -0.694194 0 LC
3986 13 LL 2.350 0.0 -0.546536 0 HC
3987 13 WW 1.250 1.0 0.752388 0 HC

[3988 rows x 7 columns]

Codeblock 11. Loading package supplied cavanagh dataset.

hddmnn_model_cav = hddm.HDDMnn(cav_data,
model = 'angle',
include = ['z', 'theta'],
is_group_model = True)

hddmnn_model_cav.sample(1000, burn = 500)

[-----------------100%-----------------]
1001 of 1000 complete in 365.3 sec

Codeblock 12. Sampling from a HDDMnn model.

therefore choose to remain agnostic in our beliefs about the parameters underlying a 246

given data set. If the research community starts fitting SSM variants to experimental 247

data, this state of affairs may evolve through collective learning. At this point we 248

caution the user to however not use these new models blindly. We strongly encourage 249

conducting appropriate parameter recovery studies, specific to the experimental data set 250

under consideration. We refer to the section on inference validation tools below, for how 251

HDDM might help in this procedure. 252

New Visualization Plots: hddm.plotting 253

Based on our model fit from the previous section, we illustrate a few new informative 254

plots, which are now included in HDDM. We can generally distinguish between two 255

types of plots. Plots which use the traces only (to display posterior parameter 256

estimates) and plots which make use of the model simulators (to display how well the 257

model can reproduce empirical data given posterior parameters). The first such plot is 258

produced by the the plot_caterpillar function, which presents an approximate 259

posterior 99%-HDI (specifically we show the 1% to 99% range in the cumulative 260

distribution function of the posterior), for each parameter. Codeblock 13 shows us how 261

to invoke this function and Figure 5 illustrates the resulting plot. 262
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from hddm.plotting import plot_caterpillar

plot_caterpillar(hddm_model = hddmnn_model_cav,
figsize = (8, 8),
columns = 3)

Codeblock 13. Example usage of the caterpillar_plot() function.

Figure 5. Example of a caterpillar_plot. The plot is split by model parameter, then
shows parameter wise, the 99% (line-ends) and 95% (gray band ends) highest density
intervals (HDIs) of the posterior. Multiple styling options exist.

The second such plot is the a posterior pair plot, called via the 263

plot_posterior_pair function. This plot shows the pairwise posterior distribution, 264

subject by subject (and, if provided, condition by condition). Codeblock 14 illustrates 265

how to call this function, and Figure 6 exemplifies the resulting output. 266

from hddm.plotting import plot_posterior_pair

plot_posterior_pair(hddmnn_model_cav,
samples = 500,
figsize = (6, 6))

Codeblock 14. Example concerning usage of the plot_posterior_pair() function.
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Figure 6. Example of a posterior_pair_plot in the context of parameter recovery.
The plot is organized per stochastic node (here, grouped by the 'subj_idx' column
where in this example 'subj_idx' = '0'). The diagonal shows the marginal posterior
of a given parameter as a histogram. The elements below the diagonal show pair-wise
posteriors via (approximate) level curves. These plots are especially useful to identify
parameter collinearities, which indicate parameter-tradeoffs and can hint at issues with
identifiability. This example shows how the theta (boundary collapse) and a (boundary
separation) parameters as well as the t (non-decision time) and a parameters trade-off in
the posterior. We refer to [9] for parameter recovery results using the underlying angle
SSM. We note that such parameter trade-offs and attached identifiability issues derive
not just from a given likelihood model, but are affected by the data and parameter
structure as task design and modeling choices.

A last very useful plot addition is what we call the model plot, an extension to the 267

standard posterior predictive plot, which can be used to visualize the impact of the 268

parameter posteriors on decision dynamics. For example, if one is estimating a linear 269

collapsing bound, instead of just interpreting the posterior angle parameter, one can see 270

how that translates to the evolving decision bound over time in tandem with the 271

estimating drift rate, etc. It is an extension of the plot_posterior_predictive 272

function. This function operates by manipulating matplotlib axes objects, via a 273

supplied axes manipulator. The novel axis manipulator in the example show in 274

Codeblock 15 is the _plot_func_model function. Figure 7 show the resulting plot. 275

We use this moment to illustrate how the angle model in fact outperforms the 276

DDM on this example dataset. For this purpose we take an example subject from 277

Figure 7 and contrast the posterior predictive of the angle model with the posterior 278

predictive of the DDM side by side in Figure 8. We clearly see that the DDM model 279

has trouble capturing the leading edge and the tail behavior of the rt distributions 280

simultaneously, while the angle model strikes a much better balance. While this 281
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from hddm.plotting import plot_posterior_predictive

plot_posterior_predictive(model = hddmnn_model_cav,
columns = 3,
figsize = (10, 12),
groupby = ['subj_idx'],
value_range = np.arange(0.0, 3, 0.1),
plot_func = hddm.plotting._plot_func_model,
**{'alpha': 0.01,

'ylim': 3,
'samples': 200,
'legend_fontsize': 7.,
'legend_location': 'upper left',
'add_posterior_uncertainty_model': True,
'add_posterior_uncertainty_rts': False,
'subplots_adjust': {'top': 0.94,

'hspace': 0.35,
'wspace': 0.3}

})

Codeblock 15. Example usage of the plot_posterior_predictive function

example does not present a fully rigorous model comparison (DIC scores for example 282

however bear out the same conclusion) exercise, it provides a hint at the benefits one 283

may expect from utilizing the expanded model space that our HDDM extension brings 284

forth. 285

Inference Validation Tools: simulator_h_c() 286

Validating that a model is identifiable on simulated data is an important aspect of a 287

trustworthy inference procedure. We have two layers of uncertainty in this regard. First, 288

LANs are approximate likelihoods. A model that is otherwise identifiable, could in 289

principle lose this property when using LANs to estimate its parameters from a data set, 290

should the LAN not have been trained adequately. Second, a given model can inherently 291

be unidentifiable for a given data set and or theoretical commitments (regardless of 292

whether its likelihood is analytic or approximate). A simple example is that a given 293

experimental data set does not include enough samples to identify the parameter of a 294

model of interest with any degree of accuracy. Slightly more involved, the posterior 295

could tend to be multi-modal, a problem for MCMC samplers that can lead to faulty 296

inference. While increasing the number of trials in an experiment and/or increasing the 297

number of participants can help remedy this situation, this is not a guarantee. Apart 298

from the size and structure of the empirical data set, our modeling commitments play 299

an important role for identifiability too. As an example, we might have experimental 300

data from a random dot motion task and we are interested in modeling the choices and 301

reaction times of participating subjects with our angle model. A reasonable assumption 302

is that the v parameter (roughly processing speed) differs depending on the difficulty of 303

the trial, however the parameters t and a may not since we have not good a-priori 304

theoretical reason to suspect that the non-decision time (t) and the initial the boundary 305

separation a (the degree of evidence expected to take a decision) will differ across 306

experimental conditions. These commitments are embedded in the model itself (they 307

are assumption about the data generating process imposed by the modeler), and 308

determine jointly with an experimental data set whether inference can be successful. 309
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Figure 7. Example of a model_plot. This plot shows the underlying data in blue,
choices and reaction times presented as a histograms (positive y-axis for choice option 1,
negative y-axis or choice option 0 or −1). The Black histograms show the reaction times
and choices under the parameters corresponding to the posterior mean. In addition the
plot shows a graphical depiction of the model corresponding to parameters drawn from
the posterior distribution in black. Various options exist to add and drop elements from
this plot; the provided example corresponds to what we consider the most useful settings
for purposes of illustration.

For a modeler it is therefore of paramount importance to check whether their chosen 310

combinations of theoretical commitments and experimental data set jointly lead to an 311

inference procedure that is accurate. Since the space of models incorporated into 312

HDDM has been significantly expanded with the LAN extension, we provide a few tools 313

to help facilitate parameter recovery studies which are relevant to real experimental 314

data analysis and plan to supplement these tools even further in the future. 315

First, we provide the simulator_h_c function, in the hddm_dataset_generators 316

submodule. The function is quite flexible, however we will showcase a particularly 317

relevant use-case. Taking our cav_data data set loaded previously, we would like to 318
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Figure 8. Contrasting the posterior predictive of the angle and DDM model on an
example subject. A) shows the angle model and B) shows the DDM. We can clearly
see how the angle model outperforms the DDM in capturing the leading edge of the rt
distribution, while staying faithful to the tail behavior.

generate data from our angle model in such a way that we encode assumptions about 319

our model into the generated data set. In the example below we assume that the v and 320

theta parameters vary as a function of the "stim" column. For each value of "stim" a 321

group level µ and σ (defining the mean and standard deviation of a group level Normal 322

distribution) are generated and subject-level parameters are sampled from this group 323

distribution. This mirrors exactly the modeling assumptions when specifying a HDDM 324

model with the depends_on argument set to {'v': 'stim', 'theta': 'stim'}. 325

Codeblock 16 provides an example on how to call this function. 326

The simulator_h_c function returns the respective data set (here sim_data) 327

exchanging values in the previous rt and response columns with simulation data. 328

Trial-by-trial parameters are attached to the dataframe as well. The parameter_dict 329

dictionary contains all the parameters of the respective hierarchical model which was 330

used to generate the synthetic data. This parameter dictionary follows the parameter 331

naming conventions of HDDM exactly. 332

We can now fit this data using the HDDMnn class as illustrated in Codeblock 17. 333

The plots defined in the previous section allow us to specify a 334

parameter_recovery_mode which we can utilize to check how well our estimation 335

worked on our synthetic data set. Codeblocks 18, 19 and 20 and Figures 9, 10 and 11 336

show respectively code and plot examples. 337

Note how both the plot_posterior_pair function as well as the 338

plot_posterior_predictive function take the parameter_recovery_mode argument 339

to add a ground truth to the visualization automatically (the ground truth is expected 340

to be included in the data set attached to the HDDM model itself). The 341

plot_caterpillar function needs a ground_truth_parameter_dict argument to add 342

the ground truth parameters. The simulator_h_c function provides such a compatible 343

dictionary of ground truth parameters. Using the set of tools in this section, we hope 344

that HDDM conveniently facilitates application relevant parameter recovery studies. 345
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# Generate some data
from hddm.simulators.hddm_dataset_generators import simulator_h_c
sim_data, parameter_dict = simulator_h_c(data = cav_data,

model = 'angle',
p_outlier = 0.00,
depends_on = {'v': ['stim'],

'theta': ['stim']},
regression_models = None,
regression_covariates = None,
group_only_regressors = False,
group_only = None,
fixed_at_default = None)

sim_data

subj_idx stim rt response theta dbs conf v \
0 0 LL 2.020890 1.0 0.442532 1 HC -0.474451
1 0 WL 2.075889 1.0 0.844691 1 LC -0.865643
2 0 WW 2.119889 1.0 0.661660 1 HC 0.752663
3 0 WL 1.804893 0.0 0.844691 1 LC -0.865643
4 0 WW 2.410885 1.0 0.661660 1 HC 0.752663
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
3983 13 LL 2.874057 1.0 0.402371 0 HC -0.473813
3984 13 WL 2.169051 0.0 0.972350 0 LC -1.001207
3985 13 WL 1.798055 0.0 0.972350 0 LC -1.001207
3986 13 LL 1.709054 1.0 0.402371 0 HC -0.473813
3987 13 WW 2.115052 1.0 0.911009 0 HC 0.824063

a z t
0 1.402356 0.577363 1.468893
1 1.402356 0.577363 1.468893
2 1.402356 0.577363 1.468893
3 1.402356 0.577363 1.468893
4 1.402356 0.577363 1.468893
... ... ... ...
3983 1.283326 0.616165 1.618054
3984 1.283326 0.616165 1.618054
3985 1.283326 0.616165 1.618054
3986 1.283326 0.616165 1.618054
3987 1.283326 0.616165 1.618054

[3988 rows x 11 columns]

Codeblock 16. Using the simulator_h_c() function.

Adding to the bank of SSMs: User Supplied Custom Models 346

The new models immediately available for use with HDDM are just the beginning. 347

HDDM allows users to define their own models via adjusting the model_config and the 348

provision of custom likelihood functions. The goal of this functionality is two fold. First, 349

we aim to make HDDM maximally flexible for advanced users, cutting down red-tape to 350

allow creative usage. Second, we hope to motivate users to follow through with a 351
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hddmnn_model_sim = hddm.HDDMnn(sim_data,
model = 'angle',
include = ['v', 'a', 't',

'z', 'theta'],
is_group_model = True,
depends_on = {'v': ['stim'],

'theta': ['stim']},
p_outlier = 0.00)

hddmnn_model_sim.sample(1000, burn = 500)

[-----------------100%-----------------]
1001 of 1000 complete in 1436.2 sec

Codeblock 17. Fitting a HDDMnn model to synthetic data.

from hddm.plotting import plot_caterpillar

plot_caterpillar(hddm_model = hddmnn_model_sim,
ground_truth_parameter_dict = parameter_dict,
figsize = (10, 15),
y_tick_size = 6,
columns = 3)

Codeblock 18. Caterpillar plot on fit to simulated data.

two-step process of model integration. Step one involves easy testing of new likelihoods 352

through HDDM, however with somewhat limited auxiliary functionality (one can 353

generate plots based on the posterior traces, but other plots will not work because of 354

the lack of a simulator). Step two involves sharing the model likelihood and a suitable 355

simulator with the community to allow full integration with HDDM as well as other 356

similar toolboxes which operate across programming languages and probabilistic 357

programming frameworks. In future work we hope to flesh out a pipeline that allows 358

users to follow a simple sequence of steps to full integration of their custom models with 359

HDDM. Here, we show how to complete step one, defining a HDDMnn model with a 360

custom likelihood to allow fitting a new model through HDDM. See future work section 361

for some guidance on producing your own LAN, or contact the authors. 362

We start with configuring the model_config dictionary. We add a "custom" key 363

and assign the specifics of our new model. For illustration purposes we will add the 364

angle model to HDDM (even though it is already provided with the LAN extension). 365

Codeblock 21 illustrates. 366

Additionally we need to define a basic likelihood function that takes in a vector (or 367

matrix / 2d numpy array) of parameters, ordered according to the list in the "params" 368

key above. As an example, we load our LAN for the angle model (as supplied by 369

HDDM) as if it is a custom network (illustrated in Codeblock 22. 370

We can then fit our newly defined custom model as per Codeblock 23 371

We note the only difference to a normal call to the hddm.HDDMnn class. We supply 372

the model argument as "custom", supply under model_config our own config 373

dictionary and we explicitly add the network argument, our custom_network defining 374

the likelihood. 375
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from hddm.plotting import plot_posterior_predictive

plot_posterior_predictive(model = hddmnn_model_sim,
columns = 3,
figsize = (10, 12),
groupby = ['subj_idx'],
value_range = np.arange(0.0, 3, 0.1),
plot_func = hddm.plotting._plot_func_model,
parameter_recovery_mode = True,
**{'alpha': 0.01,
'ylim': 3,
'add_model': True,
'samples': 200,
'legend_fontsize': 7.,
'legend_location': 'upper left',
'add_posterior_uncertainty_rts': False,
'add_posterior_uncertainty_model': True,
'add_posterior_mean_model': True,
'add_posterior_mean_rts': True,
'subplots_adjust': {'top': 0.94,

'hspace': 0.35,
'wspace': 0.3}

})

Codeblock 19. Model plot for fit to simulated data.

from hddm.plotting import plot_posterior_pair
posterior_pair_plot(hddmnn_model_sim,

parameter_recovery_mode = True,
samples = 500,
figsize = (6, 6))

Codeblock 20. Posterior pair plot for fit to simulated data.

Connecting SSMs with Reinforcement Learning 376

While above we focused on SSMs in stationary environments, a host of commonly 377

applied experimental task paradigms involve some form of learning that results from the 378

agent’s interactions with the environment. While SSMs can be used to model the 379

decision processes, we need additional machinery to capture the learning dynamics that 380

arise while subjects perform such tasks. Reinforcement learning (RL) [49] is one 381

computational framework which can allow us to account for such learning processes. In 382

reinforcement learning, researchers typically assume a simple softmax choice rule, 383

informed by some ‘utility’ (or ‘goodness’) measure of taking a particular action in a 384

given state. Mathematically choice probabilities are expressed as, 385

p(actioni; t) = eqaction,i(t)∑
j eqaction,j(t)

While reinforcement learning models can account for learning dynamics in basic 386

choice behavior, the choice functions commonly employed (e.g., softmax) cannot capture 387

the reaction time. To combine the strengths of sequential sampling models and 388
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my_model_config = {
"params": ["v", "a", "z", "t", "theta"],
"params_trans": [0, 0, 1, 0, 0],
"params_std_upper": [1.5, 1.0, None, 1.0, 1.0],
"param_bounds": [[-3.0, 0.3, 0.1, 1e-3, 0.0],

[3.0, 2.5, 0.9, 2.0, 1.1]],
"boundary": hddm.simulators.bf.constant,
"params_default": [0.0, 1.0, 0.5, 1e-3],
"hddm_include": ["z"],
"choices": [-1, 1],
"slice_widths": {"v": 1.5, "v_std": 1,

"a": 1, "a_std": 1,
"z": 0.1, "z_trans": 0.2,
"t": 0.01, "t_std": 0.15},

}

Codeblock 21. Constructing a custom model config.

from hddm.torch.mlp_inference_class import load_torch_mlp

custom_network = load_torch_mlp(model = 'angle')

Codeblock 22. Loading a custom network.

hddm_model_custom = hddm.HDDMnn(data = data,
include = ["z", "theta"],
model = 'custom',
model_config = my_model_config,
network = custom_network)

hddm_model_custom.sample(1000, burn = 500)

Codeblock 23. Constructing a HDDMnn model using a custom network.

reinforcement learning models, recent studies have used the drift diffusion model to 389

jointly model choice and response time distributions during learning [11,36,37]. Such an 390

approach allows researchers to study not only the across-trial dynamics of learning but 391

the within-trial dynamics of choice processes, using a single model. The main idea 392

behind these models is to allow a reinforcement learning process to drive the 393

trial-by-trial parameters of a sequential sampling model (such as the basic drift diffusion 394

model), which in turn is used to jointly capture reaction time and choice behavior for a 395

given trial. This can be applied in complex tasks which involve learning from feedback 396

(see Figure 12). This results in a much more broadly applicable class of models. It 397

naturally lends itself for use in computational modeling of numerous cognitive tasks 398

where the ’learning process’ informs the ‘decision-making process’. Indeed, a recent 399

study showed that joint modeling of choice and RT data can improve parameter 400

identifiability of RL models, by providing additional information about choice 401

dynamics [1]. However, to date, such models have been limited by the form the decision 402

model. Many RL tasks involve more than two responses, making the DDM inapplicable. 403

Similarly, the assumption of a fixed threshold may not be valid. For example, early 404

during learning differences in Q values, and hence drift rates, will be close to zero and 405
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there is little value in accumulating evidence. A standard DDM model would predict 406

that such choices are associated with very long tail RT distributions. A more 407

appropriate assumption would be that learners use a collapsing bound so that when no 408

evidence is present the decision process can terminate. 409

Utilizing the power of LANs, we can now further generalize the RL-DDM framework 410

to include a much broader class of SSMs for the ’decision-making process’ part. The 411

rest of this section provides some details and code examples for these new RL-SSMs. 412

Test-bed We test our method on a synthetic dataset of the two-armed bandit task 413

with binary outcomes. However, our approach can be generalized to any n-armed bandit 414

task given a pre-trained LAN that outputs likelihoods for the corresponding n-choice 415

decision process (e.g. race models). The model employed a simple delta learning 416

rule [43] to update the action values 417

qaction,i(t + 1) = qaction,i(t) + α ∗ [r(t) − qaction,i(t)],

where qaction(t) denotes expected reward (Q-value) for the chosen action at time t, 418

r(t) denotes reward obtained at time t and α (referred to as rl_alpha in the result 419

plots) denotes the learning rate. The trial-by-trial drift rate depends on the expected 420

reward value learned by the RL rule. The drift rate is therefore a function of Q-value 421

updates, and is computed by the following linking function 422

v(t) = [qaction,1(t) − qaction,2(t)] ∗ s,

where s is a scaling factor of the difference in Q-values. In other words, the scalar s 423

is the drift rate when the difference between the Q-values of both the actions is exactly 424

one (Note that we refer to the scalar s as v in the corresponding figure). We show an 425

example parameter recovery plot for this Rescorla-Wagner learning model connected to 426

a SSM with collapsing bound in Fig. 13. 427

Model definitions for RL with model_config_rl Just like the model_config, the 428

new HDDM version includes model_config_rl, which is the central database for the 429

RL models used in the RLSSM settings. For each model, we have a specification 430

dictionary which is specified as in the model_config. Below is an example for simple 431

Rescorla-Wagner updates [43], a basic reinforcement learning rule. The learning rate 432

(referred to as ‘rl_alpha’ in the result plot (Fig. 13) to avoid nomenclature conflicts 433

with the ‘alpha’ parameter in some SSMs) is the only parameter in the update rule. We 434

do not transform this parameter ("params_trans" is set to 0) and specify the 435

parameter bounds for the sampler as [0, 1]. Note that for hierarchical sampling, the 436

learning rate parameter α is transformed internally in the package. Therefore, the 437

output trace for the learning rate parameter must be transformed by an inverse-logit 438

function, 1
(1+exp(−α)) to get the learning rate values back in range [0, 1]. Codeblock 24 439

shows us an example of such a model_config_rl dictionary. 440

Analyzing instrumental learning data: The HDDMnnRL class Running HDDMnnRL 441

presents only a few slight adjustments compared to the other HDDM classes. First, the 442

data-frame containing the experimental data should be properly formatted. For every 443

subject in each condition, the trials must be sorted in ascending order to ensure proper 444

RL updates. The column split_by identifies each row with a specific task condition (as 445

integer). The feedback column gives the reward feedback on the current trial and 446

q_init denotes the initial q-values for the model. The rest of the data columns are the 447

same as in other HDDM classes. Codeblock 25 provides an example. 448
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hddm.model_config_rl.model_config_rl["RWupdate"] =
{

"doc": "Rescorla-Wagner update rule.",
"params": ["rl_alpha"],
"params_trans": [0],
"params_std_upper": [10],
"param_bounds": [[0.0], [1.0]],
"params_default": [0.5],

}

Codeblock 24. model_config definition for RL-SSM models.

import pandas as pd
data = pd.read_csv(hddm.__path__[0] + \

'/examples/demo_HDDMnnRL/rlssm_data.csv')

response rt feedback subj_idx split_by trial q_init
0 0.0 2.729579 0.0 0 0 1 0.5
1 1.0 3.090593 1.0 0 0 2 0.5
2 1.0 3.892617 1.0 0 0 3 0.5
3 1.0 2.429583 1.0 0 0 4 0.5
4 1.0 2.566581 1.0 0 0 5 0.5
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
29995 1.0 3.381547 1.0 19 2 496 0.5
29996 1.0 3.324544 0.0 19 2 497 0.5
29997 1.0 3.132535 0.0 19 2 498 0.5
29998 0.0 3.206539 0.0 19 2 499 0.5
29999 1.0 5.009474 0.0 19 2 500 0.5

[30000 rows × 7 columns]

Codeblock 25. Reading in RL-SSM example data.

We can fit the data loaded in Codeblock 25 using the HDDMnnRL class. We showcase 449

such a fit using the weibull model in conjunction with the classic Rescorla-Wagner 450

learning rule [43]. The HDDMnnRL class definition (shown in Codeblock 26) takes a few 451

additional arguments compared to the HDDMnn class: "rl_rule" specifies the RL 452

update rule to be used and non_centered flag denotes if the RL parameters should be 453

re-parameterized to avoid troublesome sampling from the neck of the funnel of 454

probability densities [3, 33]. 455

rlssm_model = hddm.HDDMnnRL(data,
model="weibull",
rl_rule="RWupdate",
non_centered=True,
include=["z", "alpha", "beta", "rl_alpha"],
p_outlier=0.0)

rlssm_model.sample(3000, burn=1500)

Codeblock 26. Constructing and sampling from a HDDMnnRL model.
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Figure 13 shows a caterpillar plot to verify the LAN-based parameter recovery on a 456

sample RLSSM model. 457

Neural Regressors for RLSSM with the HDDMnnRLRegressor class We also 458

include a HDDMnnRLRegressor class, which is aimed at capturing even richer (learning 459

or choice) dynamics informed by neural activity, just like the HDDMnnRegressor class 460

described above does for basic SSMs. The extension works the same as the bespoke 461

HDDMnnRegressor class, except that the model is now informed by a reinforcement 462

learning process to account for the across-trial dynamics of learning. The method allows 463

estimation of the parameters (coefficients and intercepts) linking the neural activity in a 464

given region and time point to the RLSSM parameters. 465

The usage of HDDMnnRLRegressor class is the same as HDDMnnRL class except that 466

our dataframe will now have additional column(s) for neural (or other, e.g. EEG, pupil 467

dilation etc.) trial-by-trial covariates. Just as when using the HDDMnnRegressor class, 468

the model definition will also include specifying regression formulas which link 469

covariates to model parameters. For example, if the boundary threshold parameter a is 470

dependent on some neural measure neural_reg, Codeblock 27 shows us how to specify 471

a corresponding HDDMnnRLRegressor model. 472

rlssm_reg_model = hddm.HDDMnnRLRegressor(data,
'a ~ 1 + neural_reg',
model="weibull",
rl_rule="RWupdate",
include=["z", "alpha", "beta", "rl_alpha"],
p_outlier=0.0)

rlssm_reg_model.sample(3000, burn=1500)

Codeblock 27. Constructing and sampling from a HDDMnnRLRegressors model.

More Resources 473

The original HDDM [58] paper as well as the original HDDMrl paper [36] are good 474

resources on the basics of HDDM. The documentation provides examples for many 475

complex use cases, including a long tutorial specifically designed to illustrate the 476

HDDMnn classes and another tutorial specifically designed to showcase the HDDMnnRL 477

classes. Through the hddm user group, an active community of HDDM users, one can 478

find support on many problems and use cases which may not come up in the official 479

documentation or published work. 480

5 Concluding Thoughts 481

We hope this tutorial can help kick-start a more widespread application of SSMs in the 482

analysis of experimental choice and reaction time data. We consider the initial 483

implementation with focus on LANs [9] as a starting point, which allows a significant 484

generalization of the model space that can be considered by experimenters. The 485

ultimate goal however is to lead towards community engagement, providing an easy 486

interface for the addition of custom models as a start, which could greatly expand the 487

space of models accessible to research groups across the world. We elaborate on a few 488

possible directions for advancements in the next section. 489
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6 Limitations and Future Work 490

The presented extension to HDDM greatly expands the capabilities of a tried and tested 491

python toolbox, popular in the cognitive modeling sphere. However, using HDDM as 492

the vehicle of choice, limitations endemic to the toolbox design remain and warrant a 493

look ahead. First, HDDM is based on pymc2 [35] a probabilistic modeling framework 494

that has since been superseded by it’s successor pymc3 [44] (pymc 4.0.0, a rebranded 495

pymc has just been released too). Since pymc2 is not an evolving toolbox, HDDM is 496

currently bound to fairly basic MCMC algorithms, specifically a coordinate-wise slice 497

sampler [29]. While we have confirmed adequate posterior sampling and estimation 498

using our LANs, estimation may be rendered more efficient if one were to leverage more 499

recent MCMC algorithms such as hamiltonian monte carlo [21]. Moreover, new libraries 500

have emerged that act as independent functionality providers for other probabilistic 501

programming frameworks, e.g. the ArViz [24] python library which provides a wide 502

array of capabilities from posterior visualizations to the computation of model 503

comparison metrics such as the WAIC [57]. While custom scripts can be used currently 504

to deploy ArViz within HDDM, we are working on a successor to HDDM (we dub it 505

HSSM) which will be built on top of one or more of these modern probabilistic 506

programming libraries. Second, we realize that a major bottleneck in the wider 507

adoption of LANs (and other likelihood approximators), lies in the supply of amortizers. 508

While our extension comes batteries included, we focused on supplying a few SSM 509

variants of proven interest in the literature, as well as some that we used for our or 510

lab-adjacent research. It is not HDDM, but user friendly training pipelines for 511

amortizers, which we believe to spur the quantum leap in activity in this space. 512

Although we are working on the supply of such a pipeline for LANs [9], our hope is that 513

the community will provide many alternatives. Third, we caution against uninformed 514

use of approximate likelihoods. Before basing results of empirical studies on inference 515

performed with LANs or other approximate likelihoods (e.g. user supplied), it is 516

essential to test for the quality of inference that may be expected. Inference can be 517

unreliable in manifold ways [14,15,50]. Parameter recovery studies and calibration tests, 518

e.g. simulation based calibration [50] should form the backbone of trust in reported 519

analysis on empirical (experimental) data sets. To help the application of a universal 520

standard of rigor, we are working on a set of guidelines, such as a suggested battery of 521

tests to pass before given user supplied likelihoods should be made available to the 522

public. Other interesting work in this sphere is emerging [20,26]. 523
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Figure 9. Example of a caterpillar_plot. The plot is split by model parameter
kind, then shows parameter wise, the 99% (line-ends) and 95% (gray band ends) highest
density intervals (HDIs) of the posterior. In the context of paramter recovery studies,
the user can provide ground-truth parameters to the plot, which will be shown as blue
tick-marks on top of the HDIs. Multiple styling options exist.
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Figure 10. Example of a model_plot. This plot shows the underlying data in blue,
choices and reaction times presented as a histograms (positive y-axis for choice option 1,
negative y-axis or choice option 0 or −1). The Black histograms show the reaction times
and choices under the parameters corresponding to the posterior mean. In addition
the plot shows a graphical depiction of the model corresponding to parameters drawn
from the posterior distribution in black, as well as such a depiction for the ground
truth parameters, in case these were provided (e.g., if one is performing recovery from
simulated data). Various options exist to add and drop elements from this plot, the
provided example corresponds to what we consider the most useful settings for purposes
of illustration.
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Figure 11. Example of a posterior_pair_plot in the context of parameter recovery.
The plot is organized per stochastic node (here, grouped by the 'stim' and 'subj_idx'
columns where in this example ('stim' = 'LL', 'subj_idx' = '0'). The diagonal
show the marginal posterior of a given parameter as a histogram, adding the ground
truth parameter as a blue tick-mark. The elements below the diagonal show pair-wise
posteriors via (approximate) level curves, and add the respective ground truths as a blue
cross.

Figure 12. RLSSM - combining reinforcement learning and sequential sampling models.
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Figure 13. Parameter recovery on a sample synthetic dataset using RL+Weibull model.
Posterior distributions for subject-level and group-level parameters are shown using
caterpillar plots. The thick black lines correspond to 5-95 percentiles, thin black lines
correspond to 1-99 percentiles. The blue ticks mark the ground truth values.
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